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Abstrakt
As cryptocurrencies becomemore widespread, a lot of new creative tokens emerge. Each with
its own philosophy and technology. Blockchain is an upcoming technology that provides enor-
mous freedom to every user and creator. The world of blockchain, cryptocurrencies, and in-
vesting has reachedmillions of people, resulting in emerging internet subcultures. These sub-
cultures have proven that there is space for the existence of tokens whose value rest onmemes.
However, as most of these currencies are developed on older networks, they o�en su�er from
scalabality issues (e.g. transaction costs, slow transactions). Therefore, we propose STONKS: a
cryptocurrencymade on the Solana network that is based on the stonksmeme. We provide the
possibility to exchange STONKS with each other in an e�cient way. On top of that, STONKS is
a governance token, which means that token holders have in�uence on decisions around the
project and will be rewarded in the future. As the supply of STONKS will never increase, we
propose a good alternative store of value.

https://stonkscoin.org/
https://twitter.com/STONKS_SOL


1 Introduktion

The stonks meme is o�en used on multiple forums as a reaction to poor �nancial decisions. How-
ever, this is bound to change. As there is plenty of room for cryptocurrencies whose value resides
on internet subcultures (e.g. DOGE), there is no such token that is made on the Solana network.
As Solana is tackling one of the greatest challenges of current blockchain technologies: scalability,
this makes it highly suitable for a meme token as one of the priorities is a high reach. In addition,
STONKS is a governance token, which means that token holder in�uence decisions concerning the
project. In order to create a sustainable community around the token, Hodlers will be rewarded
and will gain more in�uence regarding decisions on the project.
This whitepaper will give an overview of the project and why STONKS is di�erent from any other
relevant meme token.

2 Why STONKS?

As was mentioned in the introduction, STONKS is a meme token based on the stonks meme. How-
ever, there is more to it. STONKS is a governance token. This means that it allows token holders
to help shape the future of STONKS DeFi projects. Holders will be able to in�uence decisions con-
cerning the project. Holding will also be rewarded within multiple phases of the project. A few
examples are alpha access to STONKS projects, premium features, and future token airdrops. This
does not only create a robust community, but it will also result in community members holding the
token for a longer time.
With regards to the technology, the token itself is built on top of Solana. Solana is a state-of-the-art
blockchain technology (bene�ts of the Solana network are mentioned in Section 3) that is able to
tackle scalability issues that are a current bottleneck for mass adoption. With the STONKS token,
we try to increase awareness and involvement around Solana.

2.1 HODL

Holders of Stonk tokens play an important role in the development of the STONKS project. To
give incentive to current holders to keep involved within the project, they will also be rewarded.
Future token airdrops and access to new features and DeFi projects are just a few examples, but the
possibilities are endless.
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3 Solana Netwurk

An important backbone of the project is the Solana network. Solana is a web-scale blockchain that
prioritizes scalability, as various cryptocurrencies are facing higher transaction costs, slow trans-
action speed, and high power consumption. Scalability is necessary for mass adoption of these
tokens, and as such, older cryptocurrencies are o�en neglected and not considered as serious in-
novations. This chapter will explain three key aspects that make Solana well suited for the STONKS
project.

3.1 Proof of History

An important innovation by Solana is Proof of History (POH), which is a source of time in the net-
work that works before consensus. This allows the creation of historical records that prove a certain
transaction took place during a speci�c moment in time. For this, there is no communication be-
tween validators like other blockchains, but each Solana validator maintains its own clock. The
passage of time is encoded in an SHA-256, sequential-hashing VDF.

3.2 Tower Consensus

In addition, Solana runs a PBFT-like consensus algorithm, called Tower Consensus. This algorithm
prefers liveness over consistency, and just like PBFT, nodes exponentially increase their timeouts in
order to come to an agreement. Nodes can observe and examine timeouts of all the other validators
present in the network.

3.3 Turbine

Turbine is a block propagation protocol that eases the transmission of data to the blockchain nodes.
This works by breaking the data into smaller packets. By doing this, Solana is able to tackle band-
width issues and increase the capacity to foster transaction speed.

Note that these are only three innovations by Solana. In addition to this, Solana has a lot more
to o�er. It has 300ms block times, allowing for 50,00 transactions per second and network fees are
extremely low, compared to other blockchains.
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4 Tonikomiks

STONKS has a max supply of 1,000,000 STNK tokens. 300,000 STNK are distributed through active
wallets. Liquidity exists out of 400.000 STNK, this will be used for liquidity staking. 150.000 STNK
are reserved for marketing purposes, and 150.000 STNK are reserved for the contributors.
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5 Roadmop

Q2 2021

Mint STONKS token on the Solana network

Airdrop 300.000 STONKS through active wallets

Custom Serum STNK market

Listing on more DEX

DeFinans alpha (full access to STNK holders). DeFinans is a wallet tracker made for Solana DeFi
tokens.

Q3 2021

Listing on more DEX

Allow users to stake STONKS
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3.3 Turbine 3.3 Turbine

Q4 2021

DeFinans beta

STONKS NFT collectables

More DeFi projects
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